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TOKYO: South Africa broke Japanese hearts with a
26-3 quarter-final victory yesterday to set up a Rugby
World Cup semi-final against Wales, who needed a late
try to scrape past 14-man France by a single point.

Japan showed their trademark pace and adventure in
a promising first half, but they were worn down by the
two-time world champions who scored 21 unanswered
points in the second period.

Defeat brought an end to Japan’s marvellous run, in
which they stunned Ireland and Scotland en route to
topping Pool A unbeaten and reaching the quarter-
finals for the first time, rising to an all-time high of sixth
in the world rankings.Rugby is far from the most popu-
lar sport in Japan, but fans have come out in numbers
— and watched on TV in their millions — for the first
World Cup held in Asia.

Yesterday’s results completed the semi-finals line-up
for next weekend, after defending champions New

Zealand brushed aside Ireland to go on a collision
course with England, who convincingly beat Australia.

There were worrying signs for Japan when wing
Makazole Mapimpi brushed off fly-half Yu Tamura’s
tackle to score in the corner in the third minute.

But fleet-footed Japan, dominating possession,
were soon giving South Africa the run-around and
Tamura got them on the board at 3-5 down after a
surprising scrum penalty against the heavyweight
Springboks pack.

Handling errors cost South Africa dear in a frustrat-
ing first half but they gradually tightened the screws
after the break as Pollard kicked three penalties before
Faf de Klerk and Mapimpi delivered late tries.

The Brave Blossoms’ run has captured the Japanese
imagination, with nearly 55 million watching their scin-
tillating win over Scotland to make it four wins out of
four in Pool A.

MIRROR IMAGE 
Earlier, Wales scrambled into the semi-finals with a

nail-biting 20-19 win over 14-man France which carried
strong echoes of their last World Cup meeting in 2011.

Ross Moriarty’s late try clinched it as Wales avenged
their 2011 semi-final loss to France with a mirror-image
result — after they also had a man sent off and lost by
a point eight years ago.

“I think the better team lost today, but that red card
was obviously significant. The great thing about our
boys is they don’t give up,” Wales coach Warren
Gatland said.

Two tries in three minutes got France off to a flying
start as Sebastien Vahaamahina and then Charles
Ollivon, in glorious style, both crossed inside the first 10
minutes of a helter-skelter first half.

Wales’ Aaron Wainwright pounced on a loose ball
and Dan Biggar stroked the conversion and then a

penalty to make it 12-10, but Virimi Vakatawa dived
over after several phases to put France 19-10 up at
the break.

But in the 49th minute, Vahaamahina saw red for his
elbow to Wainwright’s face in a maul — echoing then
Wales captain Sam Warburton’s sending-off in the 2011
semi-final, won 9-8 by France.

A Biggar penalty reduced the arrears but France
bravely held out until six minutes from time, when
Moriarty bundled over and Biggar knocked over the
vital conversion to snatch it for the Welsh.

“It’s ironic that the last time we met in a World Cup
was very similar in a one-point game as well,” said
Gatland, who kept his counsel on Vahaamahina’s elbow
to the jaw of Wainwright.

“I don’t think anyone could complain about that —
the officials dealt with it appropriately. Unfortunately
that’s what rugby is about,” he added. — AFP

TOKYO: South Africa’s fly-half Handre Pollard (R) reaches for the ball during the Japan 2019 Rugby World Cup quarter-final match between Japan and South Africa at the Tokyo Stadium in Tokyo yesterday. —AFP

Brutal Boks burst brave Japan’s bubble 
Wales floor 14-man France to exorcise Rugby World Cup demons

Liverpool strike
late in 1-1 draw
at Man Utd
MANCHESTER: Liverpool failed to record a
record-equalling 18th straight Premier League
win, but Adam Lallana’s late equaliser saved the
European champions from a shock defeat at
Manchester United in a 1-1 draw yesterday.

Marcus Rashford’s controversial goal handed
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer’s struggling Red Devils a 1-
0 half-time lead, but they could not hold out for a
much-needed victory as they left substitute
Lallana unmarked at the back post to level with
five minutes to play. Liverpool move six points
clear of Manchester City at the top of the table,
but will still feel this was a missed opportunity to
inflict more pain on a United side sitting 13th in
the Premier League, just two points off the rele-
gation zone.

The two most successful sides in English foot-
ball could not have come into the game in more
contrasting form. However, United answered

Solskjaer’s calls to rise to the occasion.
Liverpool were without Mohamed Salah

through injury and the Egyptian’s pace and trick-
ery was badly missed. The visitors were able to
welcome back goalkeeper Alisson Becker for the
first time in two months after a calf injury, but the
Brazilian was rarely tested as United were happy
to sit back and counter-attack.

Solskjaer changed his formation to a 3-5-2 in
an attempt to limit Liverpool’s flying full-backs
Trent Alexander-Arnold and Andy Robertson
and it was largely effective as the hosts restricted
the league leaders to precious few chances.

Liverpool’s best opening before the break
came when Sadio Mane finally found some space
to counter-attack, but from his cut-back Roberto
Firmino fired too close to David de Gea.

United had not scored in their two previous
matches prior to the international break, but
finally produced a moment of quality going for-
ward to take the lead, even if fortune was also on
their side for the goal to stand.

Victor Lindelof looked to have upended
Divock Origi on halfway, but no foul was given
by Martin Atkinson and as United broke forward,
Daniel James’s cross perfectly picked out
Rashford to prod past Alisson.

Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp was furious

on the touchline even before a VAR review failed
to overturn the decision. The visitors’ frustration
only grew moments later when Mane outmuscled
Lindelof to turn in what he thought was an
equaliser, only for VAR to this time rule the goal
out for a handball by the Senegalese.

Klopp sprinted down the touchline at the
half-time whistle, but was unable to change the
pattern of the game after the interval as
Liverpool continued to dominate possession
without creating many chances.

Indeed United could have doubled their
advantage when Rashford and Fred fired shots
just wide of Alisson’s goal on the counter-attack.
Lallana had played just 10 minutes in the Premier
League this season prior to coming off the bench
20 minutes from time. But he was in the right
place at the right time to make a telling contribu-
tion in the title race as he tapped home at the
back post from Andy Robertson’s cross. 

United were than camped inside their own
box for five minutes of stoppage time. Alex
Oxlaide-Chamberlain was inches away from a
winner as his driven shot flew just wide and
United had another VAR review go their way
deep into added time when Fred was adjudged
to have played the ball with his shoulder rather
than an arm inside the area. — AFP

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s Brazilian midfielder Fred (L) vies with
Liverpool’s Dutch midfielder Georginio Wijnaldum (R) during the English Premier
League football match between Manchester United and Liverpool at Old Trafford in
Manchester, north west England, yesterday. — AFP


